Molecular Connections Between Circadian Clocks and Mood-related Behaviors
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Abstract

The circadian system consists of individual cellular clocks. It organizes and synchronizes biochemical and physiological processes in order to optimally adapt an organism to its environment. This requires that the circadian system is responsive to environmental cues, which contain information about geophysical time (e.g., light), and allows an organism to predict daily recurring events. However, the system needs to be responsive to unpredictable cues (e.g., predators, stress) as well, which makes it vulnerable in its task to synchronize body functions on a 24-h time scale. If unpredictable signals occur only occasionally, this will have a minor effect on the clock system. Conversely, stress signals that occur more frequently will desynchronize the various cellular and tissue clocks in the body. This will result in biochemical and physiological disorder and as a consequence will lead to various diseases including neurological and mood disorders.

In this review, I will describe molecular mechanisms that have been associated with the circadian clock and mood-related behaviors.

Introduction

The circadian system is hierarchically organized and composed of cellular and tissue clocks. The various clocks in the cells of the peripheral and brain tissues are synchronized by a pacemaker located in the suprachiasmatic nuclei (SCN) in the ventral part of the hypothalamus [1]. Humoral, metabolic, and neural signals serve as messengers to synchronize the plethora of clocks in the body in order to obtain a coherent rhythmic organization of biological processes according to their necessity over the 24-h time scale. In order to trace seasonal changes over the year, environmental signals such as light, temperature, and humidity can influence the phase of body clocks and shift them to a very small extent every day. This assures that internal body time matches geophysical time allowing prediction of daily recurring events over the year.

If these signals, however, affect the organism at an unusual time as exemplified in traveling across time zones (jet lag), the organism's internal clock (having still the time of the origin of departure) becomes desynchronized relative to the day/night cycle of the arrival destination. Hence, the organism experiences light exposure during the subjective night and darkness during the subjective day. As a consequence, symptoms of irritability, malaise, diarrhea, and cognitive impairment are experienced [2]. Eventually, the organism's clock resynchronizes to the new environment due to the regular new light stimulus, glucocorticoid signaling, and other signals, such as melatonin and metabolic signals [3,4]. If environmental signals influence the organism in a random manner, as, for example, during stress experience, the circadian system is not able to resynchronize. This is associated with negative consequences on health, such as development of diabetes, obesity, cancer, and mood disorders.

At the molecular single cell level, the circadian clock can be described as an autoregulatory transcriptional/translational feedback loop involving a set of clock genes [5]. The main components encompass brain and muscle arnt-like factor (Bmal), circadian locomotor output cycles kaput (Clock), neuronal per-arns-sim domain protein 2 (Npas2), period (Per), and cryochrome (Cry). BMAL and CLOCK (or its paralog NPAS2) form a heterodimer
and bind to specific sequences (E-boxes) in the promoter of clock (Per, Cry) and clock-controlled genes (ccg), thereby activating transcription of those genes. PER and CRY proteins form complexes that enter the nucleus to inhibit the activity of their own activators BMAL and CLOCK, thereby establishing an autoregulatory feedback loop. Activation and inhibition of the Bmal and Clock genes occur via the nuclear receptors Rev-erb (inhibition) and retinoid orphan receptor (Ror) (activation) in the so-called accessory loop, in which these nuclear receptors are also transcriptionally activated by BMAL and CLOCK.

Like at the systemic level, cellular clocks can respond to cell external cues, which can be among others, metabolites, hormones, and neurotransmitters. For example, light perceived by the intrinsically photosensitive retinal ganglion cells (ipRGCs) in the eye project directly via the retinohypothalamic tract (RHT) to the SCN, where they release glutamate. This leads to activation of NMDA receptors in SCN neurons and subsequent activation of the CREB and calcium signaling pathways. This finally induces expression of immediate early genes including c-fos and the clock genes Per1 and to a lesser extent Per2. This initially leads to a shift of the phase of the circadian cycle in the cell and subsequently in the entire organism as observed in delayed or advanced onset of wheel running activity in rodents. Similar mechanisms are likely to occur in humans as well [5].

In the following, I will discuss how the earlier described basic mechanisms may impinge on the regulation of mood in rodents and whether this could be extended to humans.

**Evidence for the Involvement of the Clock in Mood-related Behaviors**

**Evidence in rodents**

Modeling depression and other mood-related behaviors in rodents is challenging due to the lack of biomarkers and the complex make up of mood-related behaviors. Since motivation and despair are principal characteristics used to screen for mood-related behaviors, particular tests are used, such as the forced swim test (FST), the tail suspension test (TST), and learned helplessness (LH). Anhedonia, another core symptom of depression, is assessed using the sucrose preference test or intracranial self-stimulation [7,8]. These paradigms are used in rodents in order to characterize the biological mechanisms associated with mood-related behaviors.

That clock genes may play a role in mood regulation is evidenced by their expression pattern in the brain areas of the reward system, which contributes to mood regulation. These brain areas include the ventral tegmental area (VTA), the nucleus accumbens (NAc), the amygdala (AMY), and the prefrontal cortex (PFC) [9]. Furthermore, mice carrying mutations in specific clock genes display alterations in mood-related behavioral tests described earlier. Mice with a mutation in the Clock gene exhibit a mania-like phenotype [10] and when treated with lithium, most behavioral responses are normalized to those of wild-type mice [11]. Mice with a mutation in the Per2 gene display a lower immobility time in the FST, altered neuronal activity, and higher dopamine levels in the striatum, correlating with changes in mood-related behavior [12]. Mice lacking Cry or Rev-erba genes display altered behavior in several of the tests mentioned earlier [13–17], further supporting the evidence that the circadian clock directly and/or indirectly regulates mood-related behaviors in mice.

**Evidence in humans**

Early genomewide association studies of human gene polymorphisms have described correlations between circadian clock genes (such as Cry2, Clock, Npas2, and Bmal1) and various forms of depression [18–20]. These studies, however, were based on candidate gene approaches and appeared to be underpowered. Newer studies using further developed methodologies have failed to yield any association between human mood disorders and clock gene loci [21,22]. Despite these contradictory findings, it is established that treatments modulating the circadian clock (e.g., light therapy, sleep deprivation, lithium treatment) have positive effects on the relief of depressive symptoms [23], suggesting that the circadian system may have at least at the systemic level a regulatory influence on mood-related behaviors in humans.

Why is it then that mouse studies show a much clearer relationship between the circadian clock and mood-related behaviors than human genetic studies?

One important reason may be found in the homogeneity of genetic background. In mouse studies, specific mouse strains with controls of the same genetic background are used with the consequence that there are lesser confounding variables in other genetic pathways that may influence mood-related behaviors. In human studies, however, the genetic background is more variable and “normal” versus “disease” cohorts show high variabilities and generate “genetic noise” that can cover small differences that may be significant. The sensitivity of patients with mood disorder to clock gene variants may be underpinned by changes in homeostatic metabolic mechanisms that regulate the circadian system [24], and these are highly variable in the human population. In order to address
the genetic variability issue in humans, twin studies and familial studies have been performed [25,26]. They indicate that major depression results from genetic influences. However, environmental influences specific to an individual are also highly significant. These environmental factors are very difficult to control in humans (in contrast to laboratory mice). Hence, in order to unravel the molecular mechanisms between the circadian clock and mood-related behaviors, the study of human subjects may provide correlative evidence at best. Comparison of human and mouse studies will therefore be synergistic combining the strength of both approaches, demonstration of relevance and molecular causality.

**Dopamine, Depression, and the Circadian Clock – Molecular Links**

A number of mouse studies have been performed highlighting molecular connections between the circadian clock machinery and the regulation of neurotransmitter synthesis and degradation. The best studied example so far is the regulation of dopamine metabolism. Interestingly, the rate-limiting enzymes for dopamine synthesis (tyrosine hydroxylase, TH) and degradation (monoamine oxidase, MAO) are both under circadian clock influence.

BMAL1 and NPAS2 could transcriptionally activate a luciferase reporter driven by the murine Maha promoter in a circadian fashion. Interestingly, the BMAL1 protein was recruited to the Maha promoter in the brain tissue as evidenced by chromatin immunoprecipitation, indicating that Maha is directly regulated by clock components [12]. Unexpectedly, the PER2 protein modulated the BMAL1/NPAS2-driven activation in a positive fashion, leading to increased Maha mRNA levels. This is in contrast to its negative role on its own transcription in the SCN. It appears that PER2 protein function depends strongly on the cellular context and relative amounts of other clock and nonclock proteins [27]. However, consistent with the positive role of PER2 in the BMAL1/NPAS2-dependent transcription of Maha, mice with a mutation in the Per2 gene (in frame deletion of 87 amino acids at the end of the PAS domain [28]) showed decreased Maha mRNA and protein levels. Hence, dopamine degradation was reduced in Per2 mutant mice, and dopamine levels in the striatum were increased as measured by microdialysis in living mice. This was paralleled by a mania-like phenotype and changes in neuronal activity in response to MAO inhibitors [12]. Taken together, these observations indicated that dopamine degradation is modulated by the circadian clock.

Dopamine synthesis also appears to be under clock influence. TH converts tyrosine into dihydroxyphenylalanine (DOPA), which then is converted by DOPA decarboxylase (DEC) into dopamine (Fig. 1). In this synthesis, the rate-limiting enzyme is TH, which shows in its promoter elements for nuclear receptor binding. Chung et al. (2014) showed that REV-ERBα (a clock component) repressed the Th promoter, whereas retinoic orphan receptor α (RORα) and nuclear-receptor-related protein 1 (NURR1) activated it [13]. Chromatin immunoprecipitation revealed that REV-ERBα and NURR1 were binding to the Th promoter in an antagonistic manner (Fig. 1). Accordingly, Rev-erbα knock-out mice displayed elevated levels of Th mRNA and protein leading to increased dopamine amounts and firing rate in the striatum [13]. Consistent with these observations, these animals showed mania-like behavior characterized by decreased anxiety, hyperactivity, increased risk-taking, and augmented aggression [13,15–17]. Because PER2 was shown to interact with nuclear receptors, including REV-ERBα and NURR1 [29], it can be hypothesized that interactions with PER2 at the protein level may allow temporal synchronization of action of these two nuclear receptors.

Dopamine binds to a family of receptors termed dopamine receptors (Drd). Drd3 mRNA displayed a diurnal profile in the striatum [30], and mice with a mutation in Drd3 exhibited increased sensitivity to concurrent stimulation of DRD1 and DRD2 leading to altered emotional and depressive behavior in mice [31]. Ikeda et al. (2013) provided evidence that REV-ERBα and RORα regulate the expression of Drd3
This may be important to synchronize Drd3 expression with dopamine production in the striatum to restrict dopamine signaling to a particular time window. This suggests that targeting DRD3 and/or REV-ERBα and RORα pharmacologically should profit from timed application, which would reduce dosage and diminish side effects, such as weight gain, which is frequently observed in patients treated for mood disorders.

The dopaminergic system is composed of two main pathways, the mesolimbic and the nigrostriatal pathways. While the mesolimbic pathway is important for the control of motivation, emotion, and reward functions [33], the nigrostriatal pathway is associated with the regulation of motor function and to some extent reward [34]. Abnormalities in the mesolimbic pathway are associated with addiction, affective disorders, schizophrenia, and attention-deficit hyperactivity disorder [35–37]. While the degeneration of the nigrostriatal pathway can induce Parkinson’s disease [38], which may be associated with some degree of depression [39,40]. Interestingly, expression of clock genes is oscillating in a circadian manner in the substantia nigra (SN, nigrostriatal pathway) and the VTA (mesolimbic pathway) [9,13] with TH showing also a time of day-dependent expression pattern [13,41,42]. Taken together, the current data suggest that the dopaminergic systems are under circadian clock influence.

Molecular Relationships Between the HPA Axis, Mood Disorders, and the Circadian Clock

The hypothalamic–pituitary–adrenal (HPA) axis and glucocorticoid dysregulation have been implicated in mood disorders [43]. Hypercortisolism was observed in patients with depression [44–46], while hypocortisolism was seen in atypical depression characterized by symptoms such as lethargy, fatigue, hyperphagia, and weight gain [47]. Glucocorticoid levels show a robust daily rhythm of expression in mice and men, with peak levels occurring at the beginning of the active phase. This temporal rhythmicity is controlled by diurnal variation in corticotropin-releasing factor (CRF) and adrenocorticotropic hormone (ACTH) activity, as well as the peripheral clock in the adrenal glands [48–50]. Since glucocorticoids act via binding to the glucocorticoid receptor (GR), it is important to note that conditional mutagenesis of GR in the nervous system of mice affected the emotional state of these animals [51]. Furthermore, overexpression of GR led to depression-like behavior, which was accompanied by an enhancement of sensitization to cocaine [52]. This was consistent with the observation that GR may be a potential target to reduce cocaine abuse [53].

Those findings illustrate the involvement of GR in mood-related behaviors. Although the amount of glucocorticoids displayed a circadian rhythm in the serum, the GR receptor was expressed in a more or less constant manner over the 24 h in many tissues (reviewed in Ref. [54]). Hence, rhythmic expression of GR target genes may be influenced by GR’s rhythmic ligand. Binding of the ligand leads to nuclear translocation of nuclear receptors. This is the case for GR as well. However, this process seemed also to be coordinated by another nuclear receptor, the circadian clock component REV-ERBα. In the liver, REV-ERBα competed with GR for heat-shock protein (HSP) 90 binding, and thereby these two nuclear receptors influenced each other’s stability and nuclear localization in an opposite manner (Fig. 2). This was paralleled by opposite rhythmicity of REV-ERBα and GR target gene expression [55,56]. It remains to be seen, however, whether this mechanism is also operative in the brain tissue. As described earlier, mood-related behavior and dopamine metabolism were altered in Rev-erbα knock-out mice. This may also involve GR, because it regulates catechol-O-methyltransferase (Comt) [55], an enzyme degrading the MAOA product 3,4-dihydroxyphenylacetic acid (DOPAC) to homovanillic acid (HVA) (Fig. 1). Therefore, it is likely that the monoaminergic system, the glucocorticoid pathway, and the circadian clock are linked via GR and REV-ERBα.

In mouse liver, GR was also modulated by cryptochrome (Cry) proteins in a ligand-dependent fashion leading to rhythmic repression of GR activity and suppression of the HPA axis [57]. Mice lacking...
Cry1 displayed reduced levels of dopamine in the striatum and showed depression-like behavior [14,15]. Since Cry proteins are suppressing not only GR activity (Fig. 2) but also BMAL1/NPAS2 activity (Fig. 1), Cry appears to act on the system of mood regulation at multiple levels.

CHRONO, another repressor in the circadian clock mechanism, appeared to affect the HPA axis in a similar manner as Cry [58]. However, it is unknown whether Chrono knock-out mice show alterations in mood-related behaviors. Overall it appears that clock components gate glucocorticoid signaling in order to establish circadian signals related to predictable “stress” factors, such as light–dark changes, and energy requirements. However, bursts of glucocorticoids secreted into the blood stream in response to unexpected stress factors, such as an unexpected emergence of a predator, can override the circadian system and secure an organism’s survival. In contrast, overriding the circadian system permanently will lead to disorganization of biochemical pathways, including, for example, ordered dopamine metabolism, and lay the foundation for the development of mood disorders and other neurological diseases.

Light Affects Brain Function

Light at night has strong effects on physiology in mice and humans. It suppresses melatonin and disrupts glucocorticoid signaling and attenuates circadian clock function. As a consequence, sleep is impaired, body weight regulation is abnormal, and brain functions including mood regulation are altered (reviewed in Refs. [59,60]).

As described earlier, light is perceived by the retina of the eye via specialized cells, the ipRGCs. Light is transformed into an electrochemical signal and is conducted via the RHT to the SCN and other brain nuclei [61] (Fig. 3). Interestingly, genetic ablation of ipRGCs in mice abrogated light-signal reception at the SCN and resetting of the circadian clock was affected as well as other brain functions [62]. Notably, lack of ipRGCs in mice impacted on light-induced mood regulation and learning [63,64] indicating that ipRGCs were important for driving these light-mediated behavioral effects. It appeared that distinct subpopulations of ipRGCs drive the effects on learning and mood. ipRGCs that project to the SCN affected learning without disrupting the clock in the SCN. Another set of ipRGCs projects to the perihabenula (PHb) (Fig. 3) and regulates mood-related behaviors, which suggested that the PHb is integrated into a distinctive circuitry with mood regulating centers [65].

Support for the involvement of light in mood regulation comes from clinical studies in humans that indicate an antidepressive effect of light therapy [66–72]. The circuit related to light therapy has recently been investigated in rodents. Light could influence activity of neurons in the lateral habenula (LHb), which was accompanied by changes in depressive-like behaviors [64,73]. Combining neurotracer and transneuronal virus tracing techniques, Huang et al. (2019) could show that in mice a disynaptic visual circuit connected the retina and the LHb via the ventral lateral geniculate nucleus and intergeniculate leaflet (vLGN/IGL) (Fig. 3). This disynaptic retina-vLGN/IGL-LHb pathway appeared to underlie the antidepressive effects of light therapy in mice [74]. Given the high conservation of ipRGCs and visual thalamus to habenula projection in rodents and humans, the retina-vLGN/IGL-LHb pathway is most likely involved in the effects of light therapy in humans as well. However, how the light input to the habenula affects mood-related behaviors at the molecular level remains elusive.

Future Questions

The circadian clock reciprocally interacts with many physiologically relevant systems and processes in the brain and peripheral tissues, including monoaminergic and glutamatergic signaling, HPA axis function, metabolism, and immune function [75]. Given this multitude of interactions, the circadian clock most likely influences mood-related behaviors through many avenues. At the systemic level,
several relationships have been established; however, the molecular mechanisms governing these relationships are still mostly unclear. Although we know that light can influence in addition to the SCN other brain regions, it is entirely unclear how this is mechanismically related to the monoaminergic, glutamatergic, and adrenocortical signaling systems. Future studies will have to be directed not only toward the anatomical relationships between brain nuclei relevant for mood regulation but also toward the dynamic influence of these brain regions on each other’s gene expression. The difficulty for such an approach is that a “snapshot” at a specific time will most likely not reveal the molecular relationships between the nuclei of the network regulating mood. With the current high-throughput techniques, however, it should be possible to generate temporal maps of gene expression profiles in response to various stimuli, including light. This will provide a framework for starting hypothesis-driven experiments investigating molecular mechanisms regulating mood at multiple levels.
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